
O V E R V I E W  O F  T H E  P O I N T S  

I N  T H E  S P I N A L  S E Q U E N C E



1 .  T H E  T A I L B O N E  &  P E R I N E U M

At the base of the body and the sacrum is the tailbone - 3-5 (usually 4) spinal vertebrae fused

together. The tailbone or coccyx is the very end of the spine, attaching to the bottom of the

sacrum, and is the anchor for the many of the muscles in the pelvic floor. This tiny little bone

has enormous significance spiritual significance regarding the human soul, and the perineum

- the home of the Hui Yin acupuncture point - which is an important point in breath work

and energy work for grounding energy, and receiving sexual energy. This point is where the

Chong Mai, Du Mai and Ren Mai all meet/converge - so it represents and important

anchoring of energetic Soul forces in our sexuality. 



   T H E  T A I L B O N E

At the base of the body and the sacrum is the tailbone - 3-5 (usually 4) spinal vertebrae

fused together. The coccyx (tailbone) is the very end of the spine, attaching to the bottom of

the sacrum, and is the anchor for the many of the muscles in the pelvic floor.  It is the

attachment site for the levator ani muscles which are the muscles that form the bottom of the

pelvic bowl connecting the pubic rami to the sacrum.  These muscles act as a support system

for the sacrum, pelvis, rectum, bladder, and in women, the uterus.   When the tailbone has

been injured, the angle of attachment for the levator ani muscles changes, causing tightness

and spasm in some muscles and weakness in others.  With decreased muscular support for

the sacrum, external support must be provided to decrease the hypermobility and pain.  In

many cases, this can be provided by a sacral support belt to stabilize the sacral iliac joints

and to prevent sacral torsions and innominate rotations.  However, even with this external

support, some people will continue to have a decrease in balance and proprioception due to

the internal decrease of core, hip, and pelvic floor stability and strength.  This can lead to

an increased risk of falls and injury with everyday activities. 

 

The coccyx and levator ani muscles also play an important role for lymphatic and blood

flow to the trunk.  Changes in lymphatic and blood flow occur due to decreased or changed

pelvic floor muscle activity.  In conjunction with the thoracic diaphragm, the pelvic floor

muscles act as a pump for the lymphatic system, issuing fluid to the thoracic duct, the main

drain for the lymphatic system.  A backup of fluid often occurs when there is poor

coordination of the diaphragm and the pelvic floor muscles.  This will appear as abdominal

swelling, bloating, or pelvic heaviness.  A pelvic floor physical therapist who also has a

strong understanding of the lymph system can work to coordinate both diaphragm

activation and relaxation patterns and to pelvic congestion management. 

 

With the changes in the pelvic floor muscles, patients will also have decreased support of the

pelvic organs.  The weakness of the pelvic floor and core muscles lead to pelvic organ

prolapse of the bladder, rectum and/or uterus. Pelvic organ prolapse can contribute to

urinary leaking, constipation, and pelvic heaviness.  If the prolapse is not advanced, often

muscle strengthening and pelvic floor PT is successful in reducing the symptoms. 

 

The coccyx truly is our anchor and is not to be overlooked or taken for granted.   

- Jennifer Cumming, PT, MSPT, CLT 

 



        T H E  T A I L B O N E

By bringing energy into the base of the pelvis and up through the Hui Yin point - we acknowledge

the role of the kidney as the "base" of our existence, beyond the fact that the kidney is the only

meridian to open on the base of our feet. We can actually begin to experience and feel a mirroring of

the feet as the base of the body, and the Kidney 1 point, with the base of the body at the floor of our

pelvis, and the Ren 1 (Hui Yin) point - these two "bases" allow us to connect to the kidney energy is

governing and directly receiving energy, from our connection to the Earth. This is only amplified

when we recognise that the kidney vaginal reflexology includes the area around the Hui Yin

acupuncture point - and that the sinew channels of the kidney meridian from the base and inside of

the foot, up the legs and into the pelvis, actually connects all of these areas on a fascial and energy

level. From the level of the organ systems, beyond the meridian pathways and points themselves, we

know the kidneys house our Jing - a substance like marrow which also brings the magic and

shamanic power to our menstrual blood - it is our potent and active genetic code; alive with the

possibility to create; this is not like the DNA in our blood - but more like the marrow in our bones

which creates new blood cells, or inside our womb during our most fertile moments. This jing, this

active principle of our genetic information being “housed” by the kidneys relates directly to the fact

that the Kidney governs the evolution of our body embryologically, along side our 8 extra meridians

- and is the deepest organ system of the body. Just like water is necessary for life on the planet, so too

the kidney energy is vital for our body's basic structure and existence. This specific point is no where

more represented in the body than through the coccyx - and I will explain why.  

 

The two first extra-ordinary vessels which form the energy of the first cellular divide in utero as we

form embryologically, and also form the microcosmic orbit (du mai up the back, the ren mai down the

front) - The Du Mai and the Ren Mai are intricately linked to kidney energy, through their master

couple points, and their relationship to embryology and the lower body and pelvic health. These two

vessels govern the first cell divides in utero - this first part of development is the blueprint for our

embryological growth. We can say for simplicity that the 8 extras form the energetic link and

impetus for this formation, and the kidney governs the material aspect of the growth - and therefore

all are equally necessary for this process, and interdependent. 

 

This starts obviously when a sperm enters an egg cell the development of the embryo starts. The ovule

starts to divide: One cell becomes two, two become four, etc. This Cell division and growth is

governed by our 8 extra-ordinary meridians, and it continues until around day 15, when the

"embryonic disc" is formed, and a string becomes visible, which is called the “primitive streak” with a

sharp little node at the end - called the “primitive node”. This streak and node is actually responsible

for the organization of the fetus - and the growth of all of our tissues and organs are initiated by this

primitive streak and primitive node. Before these parts form, no differentiation of cells can take

place; the body doesn’t know what to do. This primitive streak, and primitive node, is the essence of

the meaning of jing - and it’s realisation into form is the essence of the active role the 8 extras play

in utero. The concept that the primitive streak and node governs all of the development (re-named

“the primary organiser” for obvious reasons) in utero was so important that in 1935 The Nobel Prize

in Physiology or Medicine was awarded to Hans Spemann "for his discovery of the organizer effect

in embryonic development”.  

 

 



      T H E  T A I L B O N E

Once the primitive streak and primitive node have formed and shaped the foetus, they tear away from

being centric to the form of the foetus, and they form the tailbone. This means that our capacity to

form, genetically which is energetically governed by the kidneys and the 8 extras, is subsequently held

inside the tailbone or the rest of our life - and this genetic information never becomes dormant. This

information never “turns off” - but rather, similar to the 8 extras - moves to the background of our

being, as other processes for homeostatis and life take precedent for the use our energy - and yet this

part of our being never dies or becomes “inert” - rather it remains potent, and hidden inside of the

tailbone for all of our life.  

 

The proof of this is that Hans Spemann discovered that you can grind, burn, or boil a human tailbone,

and yet the cells of the bone tissue of the tailbone are not affected. They can still inform an embryo to

grow, if you put them into the right conditions for embryological growth; therefore you cannot destroy

or influence these amazing cells, or this unique structure. Indeed even in cremation this is the one part

of the human body which cannot be destroy. Part of what Hans Spemann discovered and won his

Nobel Prize is something which all spiritual texts from the Tao, Islam, Hindu, Christianity, and other

religions refer to; the fact that the genetic information which governs our being cannot be destroyed.

Indeed, our genetic make up and being - the fact that we existed, exactly as we are today, is so bound to

fate and life itself, that there is no way to destroy it or erase it from memory. Indeed in Islam they say

at the end of times, it is from the tailbone that all beings which have ever existed will be brought back

to life, to account for themselves.  

 

This one little piece of our body holds enormous potential, and power within it’s being; which is why it

is said to be the seat of potent sexual potential and spiritual energy and change, even re-birth or

awakening, in so many traditions; because it holds the energy of re-formation of the Being within it.

When we talk about the Kan & Li practices of forming the “immortal child” or the “Divine self within”

- the first energy we work with, alchemise, and transform is that of the kidney - and we are inviting

cosmic energy in to activate the tailbone and the generic material, to re-form our own self in the image

of Divine birthright, and purify that genetic code of our ancestry and lineage - thus healing many

generations before and yet to come.    Therefore, suffice to say it is important to make sure your tailbone

is in the right position, not stuck, and that you practice raising your awareness of this part of your

sexual reflexology when you work with the jade egg practices for the Kidney - remembering that the

Hui Yin point and it’s connection to the tailbone is a representation of this primordial soul and genetic

information - and our Divine reformation and rebirth.  

 



2 .  T H E  S A C R U M

The Kidney Meridian begins in the feet, so this meditation can start in the feet, move up

the legs, and move into the pelvis, or it can start at the vaginal reflex zone, and the base

of the body - the perineum and tailbone. It then moves into the 8 holes of the sacrum,

which innervates the whole structures of the pelvis - so this is really the moment to ignite

the whole vaginal canal, ovaries, rectum, womb, clitoris, labia, and every part of the

lower body before moving up the body. The point governing this area is Du 2 "Lumbar

Shu" - or lumbar transport, named for it's quality of moving energy in the lower body. 

 



   T H E   S A C R U M

The sacrum is the the triangular-shaped bone at the end of our spine, before our coccyx

(tailbone). Of the 33 bones/vertebrae in the spine - the sacrum makes up five of those - the sacral

vertebrae, which are fused together generating 4 sets of holes between where they are fused (8

holes altogether). The sacrum is the heaviest bone of the pelvis and is our centre of gravity and

balance. While many of the muscles of our pelvic bowl insert around the tailbone, ultimately the

sacrum is the governor and stabiliser of the hips and pelvis - and feeds all of the innervation of

the pelvic cavity through it’s 8 holes. Therefore we must be hyper aware of the import of

loosening, working with, and adjusting the sacrum both energetically and physiologically - and

also understanding these 8 holes (or foramina) the sacrum houses. Indeed the 8 holes are so

potent and poignant in the Taoist cosmology that they believe each of these holes has it’s own

Bagua symbol/element - and they are termed the 8 Immortal Caves - and they are responsible

for taking energy from the Earth which we receive from our Kidney points, or from our perineal

points and coccyx and blending and transforming them through sexual energy. This refers very

much to the energy of the nervous system in this area - as well as the density of the bone and

marrow - which is ultimately, from a more osteopathic viewpoint, actually a very condensed,

powerful matrix of fluid. This matrix of fluid which relates so strongly to the jing and the

kidney energies and our sexual spiritual growth is why the sacrum is also said to rule bone

marrow - like a sort of “master bone” whose resonance sets the tone for the other bones in our

body. In various Taoist activation practices we envision the sacrum very long, like a tail, all the

way to the ground, and see the nerves going into the Earth through 12 branches - and see the

holes of the sacrum breathing chi into all of the other bones of the body - in order to expand and

experience the compacted power it holds.  

 

In Mantak Chia’s book Healing Light of the Tao it is written “Taoists regard the sacral centre

as the Immortal Bone. It’s centre is yellowish and it’s essence is earth energy. The sacrum

connects the spinal marrow to the small brain (brain stem) and upper brain, and to the marrow

within the brain. When the sacrum is activated, it can generate a great current of chi and

connect it to the original force. The sacrum has 8 holes (referred to as the Eight Immortal

Caves). The left four holes are yang and the right four are yin. The eight holes reflect the eight-

sided preheavenly pakua [bagua] shape, which symbolises the eight forces of the universe. The

sacrum and it’s holes also have a close connection to the [stars and constellations]. 

 

Eight Immortal Holes located in the sacrum can absorb the Natural Eight Forces: 

1) KEN-Mountain 2) KAN-Water 3) CHEN-Thunder 4) CHIEN-Heaven  

5) KUN-Earth 6) SUN-Wind 7)LI-Fire 8) TUI-Lake 

 



   T H E   S A C R U M

In terms of our evolution, the sacrum and tailbone are or were (obviously) related to the tail -

and it’s weight and role in balance, as well as it’s energetic role in grounding and anchoring

and receiving Earth energy is still very similar to a tail. Indeed there is a deep esoteric

relationship to the nerves emanating from the sacrum, and the activation of your “dragon

body” which is a spiritual light body practices and cultivated in many ancient martial arts and

temple cultures of the Tao. The dragon represents our spiritual & instinctual merging - a

reptilian creature, referring to the deepest parts of our instinctual brain (the reptilian brain)

and our earliest evolution - merged with the angelic form of wings and heavenly energy; the

dragon represents the ultimate merging of the deep, prehistoric evolutionary Earthly self -

related to evolution from the beginning of all of time and life on Earth, with Highest, most

angelic and transcendent Self. The dragon body - which certain Tai Chi in the Liver/Dai Mai

practices call upon - has a strong tail, and brings height and weight to your instinctual form.

Even without this dragon form, simply in doing your somatic practices, the weight of the

sacrum is a tool we can use to anchor deeply into (and enhance) the shift in our physiology

when we allow the natural alignment of our energetic polarities and sexual energy to come

into contact with, and inform, our physiology. We can anchor into the sacrum and it’s weight

and rest into the sacrum’s 8 holes to reflexively support, float, and give rise to the mirror of our

sternum bone, and the ribs - as we allow our energy to anchor down through the sacrum, we

receive a natural floating open in chest and sternum. If we allow deep anchored grounding

and receiving to naturally open our chest, this support the expression of our love and positive

pole - opening the Heart. Indeed it is actually the Kidney channel, which realises this bio-

mechanical and fascial pathway in our body - and the kidney du mai practices help us to

understand and cultivate a new alignment and weight, intelligence and distribution of energy

and physiology through the body. Equally, we can allow the weight of our sacrum to open our

hips and elevate the pubic bones, opening the whole pelvis and releasing tension there. This

elevation and opening can carry from the bowl of the pelvis - through a beautiful mirror

connection - to the line of the jaw and back of the skull - to enhance our sensual and sexual

reflexology in our mouth and throat - or making sensual connections between our womb and

meninges (fascia on the inside of the skull which encases the brain) - or with the crystal palace

and pineal, pituitary, thalamus and hypothalamus glands, bringing us spiritual states

accompanied by deep pleasure in our pelvis, as we receive from above and below through the

pumps of the occipital points (jade pillow) and the sacrum.    It’s very important when you’re

working with the sacrum to recognise both it’s density and it’s power. Not only does it extend

tail like energetically, but the nerves from the lower back which move through the 8 holes of the

sacrum and govern our whole lower body - including the pudendal nerve which innervates our

clitoris, labia, ovarian, bladder, bowel and all pelvic structures enter into the sacrum via a

thick cord which is called the cauda equina - or “horses tail” in Latin - and alludes to the role

of the sacrum in redistribuing this strong, instinctual and powerful body-based energy.  



3 .  M I N G M E N

The mingmen is the 4th point on the Du Mai (Du 4). The meaning of the characters “ming”

(命) and “men” (⾨)  literally translates to “life, fate” and “gate, door”. Thus Mingmen (命⾨)

is translated as Gate of Life, Gate of Destiny or even Gate of Power - and is found between

the 2nd & 3rd lumbar vertebrae. This point regulates the energy between the kidneys - the

navel/sexual energy - the equivalent of the sacral chakra energy.   

 

 



   T H E   M I N G M E N

The MingMen is the area of the lower-back which relates to the energetic house of the kidneys

- meaning the kidneys as an organ system, even though the kidneys themselves (as a

physiological organ) sit higher up. As we know, the kidney organ system governs the lower

back, the bladder, the pelvic bowl, and all it’s related structures, so it makes sense that their

specific energetic “house” - or rather the specific point we use to access that organ system

internally - would be in a point on the lower back, between both the pelvic bowl, and the

actual physiological organ.    This point is also a strong yang meeting point - and the concept is

clearly communicated that if we can rise energy from the lower body up to this point, this

point can help us to transport that energy easily up the spine - so it bears significance in our

practice as a sort of “threshold” of moving out of the deep yin energies of the pelvic bowl, and

beginning to rise and dry energy through the yang fire of the Du Mai. The MingMen centre is

essentially behind the belly button - and the mingmen as a point and a name is considered the

“yang” counterpart to the deep yin waters and thick jing and sexual energies of the pelvic

bowl and in the human being/body. What this means it that the mingmen represents the yang

aspect of a driving sexual potency - a fire - in the lower body, and the yin side of that (the

front side of the body, the point two fingers beneath the navel) is called the “Gate of Source”

(referring to jing and the creative forces of the lower body) which is considered more of a

watery, fluid, sexual force. In essence, just as in the Vedic chakra system, chakras go through

the front and the back of the body - so too in the Taoist system is this represented, however

these two areas have slightly different names, to differentiate their yin or yang element - yet

they work together to allow energy to be both fluid and dense/material and etheric and

transformational/fiery, and by having just the right amount of fire and water together. The

Taoist’s see this perfect mix of yin and yang to generate cleansing, lubricating, and

transformative steams - and steaming practices are used regularly in the Tao - specifically as

a way to use the sexual forces to clear and tonify the nervous system, and awaken, detoxify,

and heal the body - like an internal sauna. The mingmen is the place where the first water

and fire steaming practice we learn in the first stages of the kan & li work happens; the lesser

kan & li.    Interesting, this separation into the yin and yang forces of the kidney/sexual energy

of the lower body is also explained through the kidneys themselves - one being seen as yin -

and the other as yang, although they were almost two seperate organs with different

functions. One kidney is seen as the original kidney - the yin, pure jing (the left hand side)

and the other is seen as the transformational life force - the right.  The Classic of Difficulties

says "On the left is the Kidney, on the right is mingmen" whilst other sources say “the

Mingmen resides between the Kidneys". This is because one is referring to energetic work for

specific Taoist practices of breath and sexuality, and the other is referring to a point on the

body and the microcosmic orbit which also affects and stimulates this same system.  



   T H E   M I N G M E N

The reality is that the exact location of the mingmen point - which actually marks the point

we use to tonify, impact or affect the kidney yang, or fire (and doesn’t mean the mingmen’s

actual or exact space of residing, as it is rather a movement of energy, or a system, not one

specific point) is located on the Du Mai, at L2-L3 - directly between the Kidney back-shu

points. Therefore, “between the kidneys” - however in other practices, merging the energies of

the yin (left hand side) and yang (right hand side) parts of the body is another method to

activate the mixing of these principles. The name of the point does not mean “this is exactly

the meaning and place of mingmen” but rather means “this exact point influences the system

of energy which refers to the yang force of transmuting sexual energy, and jing”.   

 

So when we activate this whole area, as well as stimulate this point through the spinal

movements and breath, we activate the yang, rising, hot energy in the lower body and

kidneys, as well as all along the du mai/spine. Rolling, flexing, and breathing into this point

generates such strong yang energy because the Du Mai is the 'sea of the yang channels', and so

this is one of the most important yang points upon the most yang channel - which is why it’s

considered the deepest transformational fire of the whole body. Therefore this whole lower

back area has a strong regulatory effect on not just the lower body, du mai and kidneys - but

on the yang qi of the whole body - which makes perfect sense as these systems form the

foundation of the whole body and our entire existence.     

In A Manual of Acupuncture, Deadman states “An alternative name for this point is

Jinggong (Palace of Essence/Jing). The [Du Mai] ascends through the spinal cord and enters

the brain (the sea of marrow) as well as entering the Kidneys. Mingmen DU-4 is indicated

for such manifestations of Kidney [jing] deficiency as shaking of the head, tinnitus and

dizziness, and this reflects the ability of Mingmen DU-4 both to strengthen the Kidneys, and

to open the Governing vessel and assist the ascent of essence [jing].” 

 

  



4 .   K I D N E Y  &  A D R E N A L  G L A N D S

The 6th point on the Du Mai, Jizhong or "Centre of the Spine" is found at T11. This point

marks where the rib cage begins and the "mini pump" (part of the sacral and occipital

complex) of the kidneys as organs, and the adrenal glands which sit above them. This is

the point at which during the Kidney transmission we go, from the spine, into the kidney

organs, and spread our light into the organs and internal merdian pathways.  

 



      K I D N E Y  &  

  A D R E N A L  G L A N D S

The next point is at T11 and is called the “mini pump” of the adrenal and kidney glands. This

is called a “mini pump” because it’s less moveable than the sacrum and occipital bones in

terms of their respective structures - the hips and the 8 bones of the skull. Both the sacrum and

occipital bone sit within moveable frameworks of bones, but the “mini pump” is a vertebral

structure, so as one of the vertebrae of the spine, it can only move in a very limited way. The

point itself is called “Centre of the Spine” - and although it is not the exact number of

vertebrae which forms the midpoint of 33 - it is certainly, when you take into account the

relative size of the vertebrae at different points on the spine, certainly the centre. It also sits

just below the ribs, so it marks the middle point of the spine in terms of where the lower and

mid back end and the rib cage and upper back begin.  

This point - the middle of the body - is very important in terms of the reflexology, which we

know also from having studied the spleen during Level 1 classes. While one of the main

elements of the kidney fluid relationship, marrow, and jing relationship calls upon the mirror

of the occiput and the sacrum skeletally, and the womb and the meninges fascially, we also

have the central pivot and pump in our body which is part of this reflexology. This area also

contains it’s own skeletal structure which relates to the back of the head and the pelvis - i.e.

the ribs and the sternum - and it also has it’s own fascial structure which mirrors the womb

and the meninges - the pericardium as a fascial and fluid sack suspending the the heart.

Finally - the diaphragmatic, lymphatic and energetic role the sacrum and occiput play as

pumps of energy and fluid is also seen at this point in the spine as the both the thoracic

diaphragm and the psoas muscle attach the vertebrae and ribs just surrounding this area.  

This means that this central area of the body is very important in communicating energy

through the body - not just up and down - but also forward and back. This is the area where

the kidney meridian itself goes internally, and from the lower back, into the kidneys, adrenal

glands, and into the pericardium and chest comes out in the sternum and chest. This means

that this pump has a motion of pumping energy forward and back, as well as aiding the

pumping up and down the spine. In addition to this energetic motion, bio-mechanically the

skeletal alignment/reflexology shows the occiput and the sacrum on the back of the body,

pumping almost identically, but at this stage in the back, the reflexology becomes front to back,

not just above to below - meaning it is actually the sternum and the ribs which mirror the

occiput and the jaw and skull, or the sternum with the holes and hip bones - i.e. the same

motion of moving up towards the front of the body which the kidney meridian makes, our

fascial biomechanics also make, and so does out hormonal wisdom - as the adrenal glands

affect the heart and solar plexus and the space around the pericardium, if they put cortisol or

adrenalin into our system. The chest and sternum release techniques in the bodywork element

of this work develop the capacity to release shock, cortisol build up and toxins (unprocessed

emotions) off a woman’s chest. 



      K I D N E Y  &  

  A D R E N A L  G L A N D S

The psoas - or “the muscle of the soul” - is the muscle which regulations the kidney &

adrenal glands position in relationship to our lower body (pelvis/hips and legs) with our

upper body. The psoas muscle, running from inside our hips to T12, is the muscle band

regulating the “backwards/forwards” reflexology of the sternum and the lower body, and

governs the integration and connection of our pelvic bowl with our heart - and our

cervix/womb energy to our heart - and the place it inserts, or communicates to directly as to

runs from the bowl of the pelvis into the chest and heart space - is just next to this mini-

pump. What that means is that the kidney and adrenal glands actually regulate how our

heart/we receive messages from our womb, cervix, ovaries, pelvic placement and pelvic

bowl. If we are stressed out and anxious, all of the energy or impulses and instinctual

messages which traverse from the base upwards towards the heart will manifest through the

“film” of veil of anxiety - meaning that even a basic or otherwise pleasurable movement of

sexual energy can manifest as an anxious sensation. Therefore this point is very important

for our instinctual, or lower brain, and heart based intelligence to integrate - in the same

way that the sacrum and the occiput connection regulates instinctual/lower brain and

cortical/higher brain integration.  

The mini pump of the mid back/adrenal glands also has an enormous effect not just on the

chest and heart - but on the solar plexus. We will find often if our body is clouded with

cortisol and stress and insecurity that healers will say our solar plexus is blocked. This block

in the solar plexus which often manifests as a sort of folding inwards and back around your

stomach, anxious energy, and nausea actually literally comes directly from the back of the

body - the adrenal glands. Once we clear the cortisol and stress and insecurity/instinctual

protection and fear from our system, and ground into feeling our heart is supported, it is

only natural that this are of the body (the solar plexus) opens and unfolds - and so we shine

brightly from our solar plexus in the front of our body - and our sense of self comes from a

healthy and open support from our spine, our instinctual base, and our heart feeling clear

and open as well.  

This confidence and clearing of the solar plexus, space beneath the heart, and the heart itself

which we do at this very beginning part of our practice is so important in preparation for

our spleen, lung and heart - just as preparing the entrance of the vaginal canal, base and

opening is so important for penetration into our deeper self.  

 

 



5 .  T H E  W I N G  P O I N T

The wing point sits in the middle of the shoulder blades, on the spine behind the heart -

Du 11. It is an important point for the heart, the thymus, and for our emotional and

spiritual connection. It is also an important place in terms of our spiritual anatomy

informing our posture and alignment. 

 



   T H E   W I N G  P O I N T

This next point is called the Wing Point for a very specific reason, and relates to the heart 

and the thymus gland. This is a beautiful thing to explore because there is often so much 

tension, emotion, and beauty which is held in this part of the body. In many ways this is the 

fascial/muscular tension collection point for the whole rib cage - and a build up of tension in 

the back of the heart and ribcage will often give the illusion that the shoulder blades and the 

ribs are one entity. This is something we explore much better in the lung week, however 

you’ll notice at times a small transition to puppy pose/heart melting pose can so easily find 

it’s way into the kidney practice intuitively - as it stretches open the pelvis and melts the back 

of the shoulders. Be mindful that the back of the heart here is also a beautiful place to just 

hold someone - to lean against, slip a hand under as they lie down, or just acknowledge. 

 

The idea that somehow the ribs are stuck to the shoulder blade (which inhibits energy and 

innervation to the heart) is a similar misconception/myth that the sacrum and the hips are 

fused - or that all the bones in the skull are fused, which was popular in medicine for a long 

time - or the idea that bones are not dense fluid, but rather brittle, versus a moving state 

based on our awareness and health. Images often relay the idea that the shoulder blades, or 

scapula, sit on the rib cage in a way which can feel ambiguous as to whether or not they are 

connected via bone - they are not. The fascia at the back of the heart and underneath the 

shoulder blades should be completely open and free in the same way that we acknowledge the 

cranium breathes and moves or that the sacrum/hips can realign, release, and open easily. 

 

This point we come to on the back here is a very special point - as is connecting to the 

physiology of your wings. Similar to the way which deeply connecting to the energy of your 

sacrum can affect your whole alignment, when you first experience your wings, the weight 

and bone structure they have on the energetic level has an enormous physiological impact; 

your wings are heavy, and they pull open your chest, they give space and movement to your 

ribs and breath, and they help to align your spine and open your collarbones, and heart. The 

wings connect to the back of the heart, and they cannot be realised or opened as part of your 

energetic anatomy without a deep connection to your heart. 

 

In addition to this almost biomechanical element of your wings, which relates to your 

alignment, grounding and strength when deeply rooted in your dragon body or angelic form, 

Mantak Chia writes “[This] centre has a close connector to the heart; it forms a halo of 

energy to protect the heart and crown chakras. In higher levels of practice that involve space 

travel, it is known as the Wing Point; it protects the traveler.  

 

 



   T H E   W I N G  P O I N T

Du 11 or “ShenDao” or “Spirit Path” (“Shen” is spirit, and Tao/Dao is “the way” - so this

point means “the path of the heart and spirit”) innervates and enlightens the heart - and the

bladder points on either side of it are the back shu points for the heart, meaning they directly

tonify the heart. Where the kidney and adrenal points support our heart from below - giving

it a place to “rest down”, our wing point supports the heart directly - along side with the back

shu points - and the outer bladder line points BL44 Shentang, or Hall of the Spirit. These

points help to open the sternum, invigorate the heart and give it space, and also help to tonify

the thymus.  

 

The thymus is a very curious part of our endocrine and lymphatic system simultaneously. The

thymus is located basically on the heart (on the pericardium) and is underneath our sternum.

It is responsible for different hormones - most importantly in terms of it’s spiritual regulation

and connection to the heart field - thymosin, which has a direct impact on the pituitary

gland, stimulating the release of sexual hormones related to fertility, arousal, and love.  

 

In many spiritual traditions they believe that the thymus is one of our most important glands

in terms of keeping our spiritual heart healthy - however in Western science it’s generally

considered more important for our lymphatic system than it is for love, spiritual, or hormonal

function. In fact generally the thymus atrophies, or turns to fat as we age. When we are born

and when we are children, the thymus is the about 4-6cm large, so it’s enormous in our chest,

and as we age it shrinks and eventually becomes almost the size of a pea - however despite

Western science’s insistence that at a certain age of growth and maturity the body no longer

needs the thymus gland to function (it plays a role in the development of our immune system),

when monks and other people who regularly meditated and used their heart consciousness

were studied during autopsy and in ultra-sound, it was found that their thymus gland was

still very large, and functioning and active - proving that the shrinking of our thymus gland

has less to do with the body no longer needing it at a certain age, and more to do with our

tendency to shut down spirituality and heart-centred existence in our day to day modern

culture. Indeed the thymus is a beautiful centre of consciousness which generates the golden

sense of the “high heart” in the chest - and actually helps to communicate our loving states of

consciousness directly through the bio-resonant field of the heart, if it is kept healthy. There

are many beautiful sternum massaging practices in Taoism to generate sensation in the bones,

open the chest and breath, and also stimulate the thymus, so that you can keep your thymus

active, awake, and larger, as you cultivate your Divine Golden Heart consciousness. This

point on the spine - or these 5 points (Spirit Path, two back shu points on either side of the

spine, and the outer bladder points Spirit Hall) are all ways to open, stimulate, and awaken

your deep heart consciousness and deep feeling.  



6 .  T H E  S H O U L D E R  P O I N T

This point is where the neck and the head meet - called Du 11, "Dazhui" or "Great

Vertebrae - which mirrors the location of the point, on the 7th cervical vertebrae which

is one of just 3 vertebrae with their own names - and is named "vertebrae prominens".

The point is one of the strongest yang points in the body and is a very important place

for distributing energy to ensure the heart and the mind don't become over-burdned,

and also for cultivating sensation and spreading sensation through the body.   



        T H E  S H O U L D E R  P O I N T

The point at the back of the neck and shoulders - or the point where your neck and shoulders

meet, sits on the vertebrae C7, or our 7th cervical vertebrae. This vertebra is also called

“vertebra prominens” because is it very prominent, and sticks out of the back of the neck - easy

to locate simply through palpation. Cervix/cervical comes from the Latin for neck - hence we

find the name used anatomically in a few places in the body where the structures act as a

neck, such as our actual cervix, which is considered to be the “neck” of the womb. The

interesting correlation between the cervix and the cervical vertebrae is of course that the

throat is one of the strongest reflex zones for the vaginal canal. While the reflex zone for the

cervix in the throat sits closer to the back of our mouth than the base of the neck and the

location of this point - called “Great Vertebrae” or Dazhui - this point does have an reflexive

impact on our vaginal reflexology and our pelvic alignment - including on a endocrine and

exocrine level.  

This point, and our movement of it, shows us a great deal about the movement of the vaginal

canal in relationship to the sacrum - and so we can use this point to gain a greater

understanding of the vaginal canal and sacrum connections from the movements we do

which affect this joint. Of specific import is the movement we do seated on our knees, rocking

back and forth with the spinal breathing. During this movement we are generating a strong

charge from the base of our body, and this charge is whipping through our chest and then into

our neck. At C7 the charge then is thrown through the neck and down the arms- and ensuring

that you are really focusing on the base of your body generating this motion allows you to

understand how your upper body follows the lower body, and can distribute and regulate

energy coming up the spine before it reaches the head - some of which may need to leave the

body and not rise up into the skull.  Du 11 is located on the Du Mai which we know is the

most yang channel of the body - and also marks the meeting point of the 6 yang channels of

the legs (bladder, gallbladder, stomach) and arms (large intestine, small intestine, triple

burner) - so as a strong yang pivot, it’s function is in terms of cultivating drying fire, a sense

of movement and freeness of energy, sensation, and breath to rise up from our positive pole of

the heart and breasts, and spread that pleasure and sensation through our throat and mouth -

distributing and moving energy. To that end, the more sensation and freedom you can

cultivate in this place, the more pleasure, sensitivity and energy distribution you will

experience in your vaginal canal - and the more balance in your hormones as well. This area

physiologically is also where we carry and store weight, tightness and stress around

responsibility or having to hold everything up, hold everything together, or having the weight

of the world on our shoulders - and as such this point has a big capacity to aid moving energy

across the shoulders, and also down the arms - and the acupuncture point itself has an

important relationship to reviving yang energy - or reviving energy from an exhausted or

overwhelmed system. It also has a strong impact on releasing or dispelling pathogens from the

body, which can enter when we feel burdened, depressed, and low in energy.  

 



7 .   T H E  O C C I P I T A L  P O I N T

The occipital point, Jade Pillow, God Mouth, or Du 16, FengFu "palace of wind" is

found at the base of the skull and back of the head, where the 1st vertebrae supports the

cranium.  

 

 



       T H E   O C C I P I T A L   P O I N T

Interesting to note about the point itself - Du 16 or FengFu/Palace of Wind - is that it is also

a specific point for nourishing the Sea of Marrow. The Sea of Marrow is a name which often

refers to the Du Mai, (although sometimes it is also called the Sea of Yang) but is also given to

the brain in Chinese medicine. This point basically regulates and nourishes the area where

the spinal cord turns into the brain matter - where one type of marrow becomes another. In

some spiritual traditions it is seen to be where the soul enters and exits the body - hence

“Palace of Wind” which refers to, on a spiritual level, the wind-like energy of the soul, which

comes and goes. It also refers to a form of wind which carries pathogens into the body - and

when you think about the winter time, when we are protecting ourselves from a cold, we

usually protect our body in this place, as we somatically understand this is where pathogens

invade us. For example, the motion that it is “chilly” or cold somewhere always involves

shrugging the shoulders and shortening the neck into the body like a turtle - and this is the

area of our body we shorten when we are cold - and when we go out in the cold we usually

take care to wear a hat and have a scarf to make sure the back of our head and neck is not

exposed to the cold as we are subconsciously aware that this is where pathogens can enter our

body. We make a similar motion when we feel scared, or caution - which in some ways is an

acknowledgement that this area is also where energies and spirits can enter our body - and

that somehow we are vulnerable in this place. 

 

The occipital element of the cranial pump is very similar to the sacrum and the hips and it

bears repeating that beginning to really understand this energy between the jawline and the

pelvis, and the occipital bone and the sacrum is very beneficial to moving energy fluidly up

and down the body - and is pivotal to experiencing high levels of sensation and developing

strong instinctual intelligence, so it is important to recognise that this part of the body is part

of a system which connects you to your pelvis - and while we are taught and encouraged to

stay in our higher centres and areas physiologically and physiologically in our culture and

society, is it possible for the pelvis to be the area of your most utilised intelligence. The

attention you put on this reflexology serves to encourage and enhance the moving into the

pelvic bowl.  

 



       T H E   O C C I P I T A L   P O I N T

The Jade Pillow lies at the opening of the base of the skull - above the first cervical

vertebrae (C1/Atlas). The occipital bone is part of the cranial pump which draws chi and

spinal fluid upwards into the brain. The occipital bone also protects and houses the

cerebellum and medulla oblongata, where skill memory is processed - so basically where

bodily intelligence and instinctual skill is stored. This actually ranges from the regulation of

heartbeat and breathing to the ability to tie shoes, play and instrument, or ride a bike -

anything which has to do with muscle memory and body memory. In relationship to the

higher cortical centres of the brain and the mind which process high level, linear thought

and systemic and dynamic information and language, the base of the brain has a very yin

energy, and this part of the brain is generally considered a more yin, downward and in

energy, connecting to the body intelligence and the bodily messages of emotions than the

yang elements of the higher mind - therefore as we learn to activate this part of the brain,

we can actually redistribute some of the high yang energy in the upper mind into presence

and awareness in our brain meaning that we can change our breathing patterns and habits,

slow our heartbeat during exercise and conscious movement, and in general have more

attention in and on our body and feeling. It’s really important to develop a strong sense of

safety here at the Jade Pillow because in many ways it marks the sense of safety of being in

the body and letting down - between the parts of our body which receive and relay

sensation, and the parts of our mind and brain which receive, integrate and are informed

by that information. When we are little, the occipital bone and this part of the head is where

we are supported, during breastfeeding and holding - so often emotions around not being

supported, or safe to rest down, relax, or receive can be stored in this part of the body. This

confusion in the base brain can actually generate a build up of charge in the mind which

can and often does result in learning difficulties, or coordination difficulties.  

 

Holding this part of the head is also very important and potent because aside from inside

the ears, this part of the head is the only place where we can directly affect the meninges and

the fascia on the inside of the brain - therefore this is a very tender, very direct way to

influence energies in the brain/mind and inside of the head. If this area, which is also

known as the God Mouth for that reason, gets overloaded with information or stimulation

it can actually generate migraine auras, or even epilepsy. This is a very good part of the

brain to work on if anyone has neurological issues which you feeling are coming from a

sensitivity in their body not being fully processed (which is often the case with epilepsy) or is

having issues like migraines which may be coming from the womb pulsating and sending

heat up the spine into the head. It’s a very potent place to access how all of the upper brain

and lower brain sit and communicate - and in-between the upper and lower brain is also

the major glands of the brain, so this area can affect any restriction or imbalance in

hormonal release a person could be experiencing.  

 

 



8 .   T H E  C R O W N

The final point we address in this sequence is Du 20 - Baihui (Hundred Meetings). It's name

reflects the location of this point at the crown of the head which is the meeting of all the yang

qi of the body. In both acupuncture and variegated spiritual traditions, Baihui DU-20 has a

variety of alternative names in classical texts, reflecting different aspects of its nature

including of course the thousand petalled lotus. It is found directly at the crown and is a

pivotal point in cranial pump function.  



       T H E   C R O W N

The crown is such an exquisite place to finally draw all of our attention to - due to it’s

relationship with heaven above, and with all of the glands just below - in the centre of the

brain. Our crown is the final point on the head where we merge the light of the Earth and

our sexual glands all the way up the spine with the light of the Heavens and the stars from

where we came, and mix them into a beautiful elixir pouring through the crown into the

“crystal palace” of the mind. The crystal palace is the Taoist name for the master glands,

which are activated by light pouring down; both Heavenly and the overflow of Earthly

light which has been recycled through the microcosmic orbit.    As the light spills down from

the crown it pulses into the pineal gland, the pituitary gland, the hypothalamus and the

thalamus - which make up the crystal palace and are considered to be the master glands of

the whole endocrine and exocrine system which is focused on in depth during the spleen

week. Therefore, while the energy and quality of physiology which determines balance comes

from the gonads and sexual reproductive organs - refined through our practice and

conscious awareness - the intelligence which directs this honey light elixir into the areas

which generate endocrinological awareness is governed by our Crystal Palace awareness.

From here, we begin the beautiful, endocrinological focused overflow of light into the jaw,

mouth and thyroid, into the thymus and breasts, into the pancreas and spleen, solar plexus,

adrenals, and ovaries, all the way back down to the clitoris again. This ultimately is the

pouring down which allows us to gently, as these energies caress over our clitoris, clitoral

bulbs, around the introitus, Bartholin’s glands, and eventually spill over the perineum, is

redrawn back into the body, and up the tailbone, sacrum, mingmen, kidney, heart, neck,

head, and crown points all over again.  

 

The crown itself also has other beautiful relationships and reflexology’s - of course one of the

first being it’s pulsing capacity; as the fontanelle pulses with awakening and energy, it is in

pulses in relationship with the perineum, just as the occipital pump is in relationship with

the sacral pump. These two areas are joined via the subtle primary respiratory system, and

the dura mater and fascia of the fluid body. The crown is also related to cervix - and

therefore the heart - and each of these ares of the body (crown, heart opening, and the

cervix) represents a physiological portal of spiritual secrets which unlock as we advance

more in our practice. These are areas where profound secrets are poured into our being - or

where we are drawn deeply into the reality of our creative, spiritual, and loving potential

as being on this Earth. Connecting and cleansing/balancing all of these centres in subtle

ways during our practice helps to prepare our body for these deep states of certainty and

knowledge to come. 


